Abstract

Bachelor thesis called Ota Pavel’s Social experience reflection in his literature creation is about the personality and literature of Czech-jewish writer Ota Pavel. The goal of this thesis is to describe the picture of the social experience in a way how it was literary described by the Ota Pavel.

In my thesis I observe following aspects. How it is the stance of the Jews to the major society reflected and vice versa.

Further more on the example of the father of the Ota Pavel I follow up the relation of his family to the Czechoslovakia.

I also describe an economy situation of the Ota Pavel and his family beginning with the first republic, following with the World War II, transitional period 1945-1948 up to the period of communism regime.

Next part is about Ota Pavel’s and his family experience with occupation power and anti-Semitic precaution during the Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia.

I also describe the Jew problematic in postwar Czechoslovakia in a way how the Ota Pavel reflected it based on his experience in his commemorative stories.